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SOURAV

Lal Kitab
ÂfhÁjÃ PÁ fRÊj amÁC gÃ BkÁW qÉ, hRj hÌ_ PÁ PËC BkÁW cqÃN|
×iËÂ_o aÄÂciÁfÃ ÂqpÁf-ÂP_Áf qÉ, PËC aÁmÁHÈ QÄaÁC cqÃN|

S.No. : 2316 / Customers . 445 . 1

Model : L3

Sex ..................................: Male
Date of Birth ....................: 28-29/01/1994
Day ..................................: Friday-Saturday
Time of Birth ...................: 05:29:00 Hours
Ishta.....................................:56:57:40 Ghati
Country ............................: India
City ..................................: Rasra
Latitude ............................:
Longitude ........................:
Zone ..............................:
Local Time Correction .....:
War Time Corr ................:
Local Mean Time ............:
Equation of Time ............:
Siderial Time
............:
Sunrise
............:
Sunset
............:
Day Duration
............:
.........................................:
Sun Position (Ayan) ........:
Sun Position (Gola) .........:
Season ...........................:
Sun Degree .....................:
Ascendent Degree ..........:
Bhayat ............................:
Bhabhog .........................:
Balance of Dasha ...........:

25:52:00 North
83:50:00 East
82:30:00 East
0:05:20 Hours
0:00:00 Hours
5:34:20 Hours
- 0:12:55 Hours
14:06:23 Hours
6:41:56 Hours
17:33:28 Hours
10:51:32 Hours
27:08:50 Ghati
Uttarayan
Dakshin
Shisir
15:04:00 Capricorn
24:53:27 Sagittarius
16:50:34
55:45:46
Ketu 4 Y 10 M 19 D

Date : 19/12/2012

Gr. Father's name ...........:
Father's Name .................:
Mother's Name ................:
Caste ...............................:
Gotra ...............................:
Address ...........................:
Chaitradi Samvat-Saka.....:
Samvatsar (Mo/Ju)
.:
Month ..............................:
Paksh ..............................:
Tithi at Sunrise ................:
Tithi Ending Time ...........:
........................................:
Tithi at Birth .....................:
Nak. at Sunrise ................:
Nak. Ending Time.............:
.........................................:
Nak. at Birth .....................:
Yoga at Sunrise ...............:
Yoga Ending Time ..........:
.........................................:
Yoga at Birth ...................:
Karan at Sunrise ..............:
Karan Ending Time ..........:
.........................................:
Karan at Birth ..................:

2050-1915
Shri Mukh / Vyay
Magha
Krishna
1
16:54:30
Hours
25:31:26
Ghati
2
Aslesa
22:44:46
Hours
40:07:05
Ghati
Magha
Ayusman
15:13:25
Hours
21:18:43
Ghati
Sobhagya
Kaulava
16:54:30
Hours
25:31:26
Ghati
Gara
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SOURAV
Planetary Degrees and their Positions
Planet

Sign Degree Position

Ascendant
Sagittarius 24:53:27
Sun
Capricorn 15:04:00
Moon
Leo 4:00:49
Mars
Capricorn 6:51:54
Mercury
Aquarius 1:13:11
Jupiter
Libra 19:27:13
Venus
Capricorn 17:55:14
Saturn
Aquarius 6:13:21
Rahu-R
Scorpio 6:37:06
Ketu-R
Taurus 6:37:06

----EnSign
NuSign
NuSign
OwnSign
NuSign
OwnSign
FrSign
NuSign
EnSign

Andha

Soya Dharmi Nek/Manda

-----------

---------Yes

-----------

-Nek
Nek
Nek
Manda
Manda
Nek
Nek
Nek
Manda

House Position
Khana
No.

Maalik

Pakka
Ghar

Kismat
Jagaanewala

Soya

Exalt.

Deblt.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Mar
Ven
Mer
Mon
Sun
Mer
Ven
Mar
Jup
Sat
Sat
Jup

Sun
Jup
Mar
Mon
Jup
Mer, Ket
Ven, Mer
Mar, Sat
Jup
Sat
Sat
Jup, Rah

Mar
Mon
Mer
Mon
Sun
Ket
Ven
Mon
Sat
Sat
Jup
Rah

Yes
--Yes
Yes
-Yes
Yes
-Yes
---

Sun
Mon
Rah
Jup

Sat

Mer, Rah Ven, Ket
Sat
Sun
Mon
Ket
Rah
Mar
Jup
Ven, Ket Mer, Rah

Lagna
Sun

Mar

Sat
11

Lal Kitab
Sun

Rah

Ven
10

Ket
Mar

8

Sat
7

9

Jup

Mer

Mar

Rah

Ven
2
3

12
1

11

Jup

9

Mon

Mer
12

6

3

1
2

4

5

Mon

4

7

5
6

Ket

10

8

Ket
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SOURAV
Friendship Table
Planet
Sun
Mon
Mar
Mer
Jup
Ven
Sat
Rah
Ket

Sun

Mon

Mar

Mer

Jup

Ven

Sat

Rah

Ket

----Friend
Friend
Friend
Friend
Enemy
Enemy
Enemy
Neutral

Friend
----Friend
Enemy
Friend
Enemy
Enemy
Neutral
Enemy

Friend
Neutral
----Neutral
Friend
Neutral
Enemy
Enemy
Enemy

Neutral
Friend
Enemy
----Enemy
Friend
Friend
Friend
Neutral

Friend
Neutral
Friend
Neutral
----Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral

Enemy
Neutral
Neutral
Friend
Enemy
----Friend
Enemy
Friend

Enemy
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Friend
----Friend
Neutral

Enemy
Neutral
Neutral
Friend
Neutral
Enemy
Friend
----Friend

Neutral
Enemy
Enemy
Neutral
Neutral
Friend
Neutral
Friend
-----

Graha/Rashi Phal
Planet Description
Sun
Mon
Mar
Mer
Jup
Ven
Sat
Rah
Ket

Graha/Rashi Phal

Relies on his muscle power.
Pritcher full of pearls, protector of distressed.
Idol of religion.
One who spits, leper, bad.
Lowly as a plan tree.
Good household of love and attachment.
If happened it will be twice bad.
A conventional fool.
A ferocious dog of the size of tiger.

----------------Graha
----Graha
Graha
Graha

Moon Birth

Moon Lal Kitab
Sun

6
Jup

7

4
Mon

Sat
3

5

Mar

Rah

Ven
2
3

12
1

11

Jup

9

Mon

Mer
Rah

8

2

Mer

9
10
Ven
Sun

11

Sat

Ket

1

4

7

5

12

10

6

8

Ket

Mar
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SOURAV
Lal Kitab Dasa
Sat 6 Years

Rah 6 Years

Ket 3 Years

Jup 6 Years

Sun 2 Years

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

29/01/1994
29/01/2000

29/01/2000
29/01/2006

29/01/2006
28/01/2009

28/01/2009
29/01/2015

29/01/2015
28/01/2017

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

Rah
Mer
Sat

Mar
Ket
Rah

Sat
Rah
Ket

Ket
Jup
Sun

Sun
Mon
Mar

29/01/1996
29/01/1998
29/01/2000

29/01/2002
29/01/2004
29/01/2006

29/01/2007
29/01/2008
28/01/2009

29/01/2011
28/01/2013
29/01/2015

29/09/2015
30/05/2016
28/01/2017

Mon 1 Years

Ven 3 Years

Mar 6 Years

Mer 2 Years

Sat 6 Years

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

28/01/2017
29/01/2018

29/01/2018
28/01/2021

28/01/2021
29/01/2027

29/01/2027
28/01/2029

28/01/2029
29/01/2035

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

Jup
Sun
Mon

Mar
Ven
Mer

Mar
Sat
Ven

Mon
Mar
Jup

Rah
Mer
Sat

30/05/2017
29/09/2017
29/01/2018

29/01/2019
29/01/2020
28/01/2021

29/01/2023
28/01/2025
29/01/2027

29/09/2027
30/05/2028
28/01/2029

29/01/2031
28/01/2033
29/01/2035

Rah 6 Years

Ket 3 Years

Jup 6 Years

Sun 2 Years

Mon 1 Years

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

29/01/2035
28/01/2041

28/01/2041
29/01/2044

29/01/2044
29/01/2050

29/01/2050
29/01/2052

29/01/2052
28/01/2053

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

Mar
Ket
Rah

Sat
Rah
Ket

Ket
Jup
Sun

Sun
Mon
Mar

Jup
Sun
Mon

28/01/2037
29/01/2039
28/01/2041

29/01/2042
29/01/2043
29/01/2044

29/01/2046
29/01/2048
29/01/2050

29/09/2050
31/05/2051
29/01/2052

30/05/2052
29/09/2052
28/01/2053

Ven 3 Years

Mar 6 Years

Mer 2 Years

Sat 6 Years

Rah 6 Years

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

28/01/2053
29/01/2056

29/01/2056
29/01/2062

29/01/2062
29/01/2064

29/01/2064
29/01/2070

29/01/2070
29/01/2076

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

Mar
Ven
Mer

Mar
Sat
Ven

Mon
Mar
Jup

Rah
Mer
Sat

Mar
Ket
Rah

29/01/2054
29/01/2055
29/01/2056

29/01/2058
29/01/2060
29/01/2062

29/09/2062
31/05/2063
29/01/2064

29/01/2066
29/01/2068
29/01/2070

29/01/2072
29/01/2074
29/01/2076

Ket 3 Years

Jup 6 Years

Sun 2 Years

Mon 1 Years

Ven 3 Years

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

29/01/2076
29/01/2079

29/01/2079
28/01/2085

28/01/2085
29/01/2087

29/01/2087
29/01/2088

29/01/2088
29/01/2091

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

Sat
Rah
Ket

Ket
Jup
Sun

Sun
Mon
Mar

Jup
Sun
Mon

Mar
Ven
Mer

28/01/2077
29/01/2078
29/01/2079

28/01/2081
29/01/2083
28/01/2085

29/09/2085
30/05/2086
29/01/2087

31/05/2087
29/09/2087
29/01/2088

28/01/2089
29/01/2090
29/01/2091

Note: Lal Kitab dasha has been given here for almost three cycles of 35 years each.
The Dates given for Dasa periods show their endings.
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SOURAV
Horoscope having blind planets
As per Lal Kitab, the planets that are blind during nights are also called
NAHORATRA planets. These planets can see during daytime only but become
blind during nights. These planets are called half blind. Thus, if Sun is situated
in the 4th house and Saturn is situated in the 7th house then the horoscope is
called Half Blind horoscope.
The horoscope of this kind can influence to a great extent in native’s
professional life, mental peace, and domestic happiness. Saturn in the 7th
house becomes very strong. As per astrology Saturn in the 7th house gets
directional strength. With his 10th aspect, Saturn in this house can influence the
planets in the 4th house. Because of the inimical aspect of Saturn, the benefic
results of Sun become malefic. The 7th aspect of Sun situated in 4th house will
fall on the house profession and turns the results of house of profession
adverse. Thus causes losses to all kinds of pleasures and happiness by
destroying comforts and minimizing mental peace to a great extent. Saturn and
his aspects are responsible for the bad influence on the horoscope. Hence it is
not proper to perform remedial measures for Sun but the remedial measures
are to be performed for Saturn to mitigate his malefic nature.

Conclusion
Your horoscope is free from planets, which are blind during nights.

Righteous Horoscope
As per Lal Kitab there are certain Righteous horoscopes. In these types of
horoscopes the influence of malefic planets reduces to maximum extent. In any
horoscope, if Saturn is situated in any good house along with Jupiter, then the
horoscope becomes Righteous horoscope. The native who is having righteous
horoscope, will be helped by God Himself while facing obstructions formed on
the way during difficult situations.
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SOURAV
As per Lal kitab, Saturn is the significater of our difficulties as well as
luck. If Saturn is situated along with Jupiter or in Jupiter’s rasi, then
beneficence will come in the nature of Saturn. The relationship of Saturn and
Jupiter removes many blemish qualities in the horoscope. The conjunction of
Saturn and Jupiter in 6th, 9th, 11th or 12th houses mitigates many problems
and controls the ups and downs in the life. Because of this influence all kinds of
malefics and calamities will be put to an end.

Conclusion
Your horoscope is not a Righteous horoscope.

Under Aged Horoscope
As per the principles of Lal Kitab, there will be under aged horoscopes
unto the age of 12 years of native. The influence of the horoscope will not be on
the native up to 12 years but there will be influence of results of fortune
belonging to previous birth. If houses 1,4,7& 10, i.e., centers are either vacant
or only malefic planets like Saturn, Rahu & Ketu are situated or Mercury alone
is situated, then the horoscope is called under aged horoscope.
The native’s condition of luck and fate will be suspicious up to the age of
12 years.
As per Lal kitab, in the under aged horoscope, there will be influence of
single particular planet during every particular year as mentioned below. The
remedial measures are to be performed to the planets situated in the below
mentioned houses to mitigate the adverse effects on life and making them
favorable.
1. There will be influence of planet situated in 7th house during the 1st
of age.
2. There will be influence of planet situated in 4th house during the 2nd
of age.
3. There will be influence of planet situated in 9th house during the 3rd
of age.
4. There will be influence of planet situated in 10th house during the 4th

year
year
year
year
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SOURAV
of age.
5. There will be influence of planet situated in 11th house during the 5th
of age.
6. There will be influence of planet situated in 3rd house during the 6th
of age.
7. There will be influence of planet situated in 2nd house during the 7th
of age.
8. There will be influence of planet situated in 5th house during the 8th
of age.
9. There will be influence of planet situated in 6th house during the 9th
of age.
10.There will be influence of planet situated in 12th house during the 10th
of age.
11.There will be influence of planet situated in 1st house during the 11th
of age.
12.There will be influence of planet situated in 8th house during the 12th
of age.

year
year
year
year
year
year
year
year

Conclusion
Your horoscope is not an under aged horoscope.
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SOURAV
Debts of previous birth as per Lal Kitab
Because of the inflicted planets present in the Horoscope, the native has
various kinds of debts of his previous birth which he has to pay in this life. That
means various types of burdens of debts will be prevailing upon the native
because of which the progress in the life of the native will be hindered.
Because of the malefic effect of the inflicted planets, benefic planets also
stop giving favourable results. So, native should get rid of the burden of debts,
thereby in the later part of the life good and benefic planet’s beneficence will be
exibited and favours can be obtained as shown in the horoscope.
One has to observe the circumstances when the invisible debts, as
mentioned below, influence the native’s life and accordingly steps to be taken
for remedial measures.

Self Debts
Planetary Position :
If Venus, Saturn or Rahu or two of these three or
all of three are situated in the 5th house of horoscope, then the
native will have self debts.
Indications:

Fear from King, punishment or payment of penalty in legal suits
even though you are faultless; heart diseases, pain in
shoulders, physical weakness, difficulty in eyes, spoiling life.

Events :

The native will become an atheist, do not care dharma/religion,
Health will not be favourable; the native will not follow the
customs of ancestors.

Conclusion
Your horoscope is free from SELF DEBTS.

Mother Debts
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SOURAV
Planetary Position : If ketu is situated in the 4th house of horoscope, then
the native will have burden of debts to mother.
Indications:

There will not be any helping persons to the native. All his
efforts will become futile. He has to face punishment or pay
penalty to Government. Life will not be peaceful. They expose
others dignity or play with it, steal foot wear, they will not get the
gain out of their education, waste money for the treatment for
the sickness of their relatives, etc.

Events :

The native influenced by debts to mother will have bad or
strained relations with mother. The native will not care for the
happiness of mother. The native will be away from mother or
she will be sent out of house.
Dirty and impurities will be thrown in the well situated in the
house or nearby house or impurities will be thrown in the pond
situated nearby. There is a possibility of flowing a river nearby
the residence of the native and he throws dirty/impure material
in it.

Conclusion
Your horoscope is free from MOTHER DEBTS.

Debts to Relatives
Planetary Position : If Mercury or ketu or both are situated in 1st or 8th
house in the horoscope, then the native will have debts to
relatives.
Indications:

killing or getting killed a she buffalo which is going to deliver a
calf, performing black magic at the time of construction of a
house or laying foundation stone by others, hating those people
who mingle with the relatives of the native, keeping away in the
functions like birth days of children or family festivals.

Events :

The native cheats his friends, spoils the work done by others or
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SOURAV
burns the ripe crops in the agricultural fields of others.

Conclusion
Your horoscope is free from DEBTS TO RELATIVES.

Debts to Girl Child/Sisters
Planetary Position : If Moon situated in the 3rd or 6th house of the
horoscope of the native, it indicates Debts to Girl Child/Sisters.
Indications:

Cheating girls while in youth, murdering or outraging sisters/
daughters, selling or exchanging innocent kids out of
greediness, or performing secret deeds which will never come
out.

Events :

The bad words hurt the others more severely than that caused
by a sword. There will be bad and adverse results to wealth and
life of the native who is blessed with a son. Mother wantonly
feels irresponsible. Mourning with happiness, bad/adverse
results to in-laws and maternal grandfather, loss of entire yearly
income at the end of the year.

Conclusion
Your horoscope is free from DEBTS TO GIRL CHILD/SISTER.

Father Debts
Planetary Position : Either Venus or mercury or Rahu or any two of these
three or all these three planets are situated in 2nd or 5th or 9th
or 12th house of the horoscope of the native, then there will be
burden of debts to father.
Indications:

Changing or defaming of family priest, districting the shrine
constructed along with residence, cutting or having holy long
pepper tree.
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SOURAV

Events :

The hair of the any one of the elder’s persons in the family will
become white. After turning to white, the hair colour starts
becoming pale. Complaining of cough, or events like keeping
the stigma of the bad actions of all other people on his head,
etc., will happen.

Conclusion
Your horoscope is having FATHER DEBTS. So, collect adequate
amount of money (one or five or ten rupees that can be affordable to maximum
extent) from blood relations (native’s grandfather – grandmother, father –
mother, sister, daughter – father’s sister, brother, father’s brother, etc.) and on
the same day donate in a temple.

Debts to Females
Planetary Position : If Sun or Moon or Rahu or any two out of these three or
all these three planets are situated in the 7th house of the
horoscope then the native will have debts to females.
Indications:

Events :

Spoiling the livelihood of the relatives/family members, killing a
female at the time of delivery out of greediness, taming and
keeping animals having teeth, causing hatred ness in the
family, the main gate of the house will be on South direction,
killing of living beings, possessing house or machinery by
cheating, illegally possessing anything and using completely,
etc.
Benefic results of the progeny will be mild, holes in the skin,
diseases in secret organs, Cremation of dead body at the time
of marriage of anybody, commencement of contacts with
another female while the matrimonial contacts are being
disconnected, that means, having second marriage.

Conclusion
Your horoscope is free from DEBTS TO FEMALES.
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SOURAV
Debts to Evil Person
Planetary Position : If Sun or moon or Mars or two out of these three or all
these three are situated in 10th or 11th house in the horoscope,
then the native is having Debts to evil person.
Indications:

Not purchasing machinery or houses even after giving advance,
sending out of examination hall without any reason, disputes or
legal cases against elder people without any reason etc.

Events :

Untimely death of progeny or in-laws, godowns of oil or coconut
or wood or any other commodity of trade getting fired, no fate of
residing in the house purchased, if house is purchased
repairing stair case or demolishing stair case and again
constructing, incidents like drinking poisons, death out of
weapons.

Conclusion
Your horoscope is free from DEBTS TO EVIL PERSONS.

Debts during entire life time
Planetary Position : If Sun or Venus or both are situated in 12th house in the
horoscope, then the native will have debts during his entire
lifetime.
Indications:

Leakage of electricity wires, burning of houses, lakhs-crore of
people ruined in short period of time, incidents like missing or
theft, swindling, misappropriation of gold, injury on head or
diseases related to head, starting from the childhood to old age
proved to be worthless, becoming poor and helpless even after
performing any work after thinking and planning thoroughly,
asthma-epilepsy, cough, difficulties of cough, unexpected
death, flow of dirty and impure water below the corridor,
accumulation of heaps of dust and waste material or filth in front
and backside of the residence.
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Events :

Penalty or imprisonment as punishment in court judgments,
cheating in-laws or others in the society or performing such type
of cheatings by which others family or employment or business
get loss.

Conclusion
Your horoscope is free from DEBTS DURING ENTIRE LIFE TIME.

Godly Debts
Planetary Position : If moon or mars is situated in 6th house in horoscope
then the native is having Debts to God.
Indications:

Dog bites, children falling from upstairs or kids run over by
vehicles, pain in ears, pain in the back - bone, not getting
progeny or death of progeny after birth, difficulties in the
happiness of progeny, urinary problems, loss to maternal
grandfather, accidents and harmful events during journeys.

Events :

Cheated by people who are considered to be confident, killing
or getting killed dogs, receiving adverse blessings from poor or
saints, bad character, wondering with other boys and spoiling
them, bad intentions, causing loss to others out of greediness.

Conclusion
Your horoscope is free from GODLY DEBTS.
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SOURAV
Lal Kitab Planetary Predictions
Sun
The second house of your horoscope has Sun. Due to this reason
you indulge in charity and work with confidence. You will move forward due to
valour. You will rise yourself and help others to rise. You will earn due to hard
work and skills. You will have a good vehicle. You will have pleasures of three
worlds. You will be leader in religious matters. You will get temples and
dharmasthals built. Your family life and in-laws will be good.
You will be favorable to your parents / father in-law and mother in-law but
will be adverse to ladies in family. You will benefit from government and will get
accolades from government officials. You may become owner of a big business.
In charity you may be like Karna.
If you enter into a lawsuit with your relations for property or money; usurp
other's goods, take white things (Rice, Silver, Milk etc) free of cost, then Sun
may get debilitated and this may affect your wife, beloved or wealth. Your
mother and her sister too will be affected.
The number of ladies in family may be reduced that can harm sisters,
mother/mother in law, sister in law etc. Your mother or aunts may be widowed.
If you fight or enter lawsuits for money, wife or land, your family tree could be
destroyed.
If you feel that you are facing above problems then go for following
restrictions and remedies that are recommended.
Restrictions:
1 Do not keep an eye on free goods.
2 Don't accept gifts or charity.
Remedies:
1. Donate coconuts, mustard oil or almonds to religious places.
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2. Install a hand pump at ancestral house.
Moon
The Moon is placed in 9th house of your horoscope. Due to this
reason you will be kind hearted and respected in society. You will get ancestral
property and derive full benefits from it. Life will be good in every respect. The
Moon will render good results in 24th year of age. You are fond of travel and
visit many holy places. You are simple hearted, interested in music, religious
and a good worker. You are skilled in mathematics. You will have bliss of good
children. Your wealth will increase. Your financial position will improve partially
after 34th year of age and sufficiently after 48th year. You will go abroad. You
will take keen interest in charity and religion. Your attitude towards your father
will be good and you will have full bliss of father. You may commit few mistakes
occasionally, therefore you should be cautious. You are by nature a saint and
soft spoken. If you try to live like a lion there may be upheavals.
If you indulge in anti religious activities or take money in the name of religion,
cause anguish to your mother or oppose her then your Moon may become
weak. A weak Moon may induce you to take stupid decisions, you may become
selfish and greedy or you may suffer due to wandering here and there.
Business of white goods like silver, water or rice will cause loss.
If you feel that you are facing above problems then following restrictions and
remedies are recommended.
Restrictions :
Don’t keep illicit relations with persons of opposite sex.
Don’t speak lies.
Remedies :
Visit holy places or do religious work.
Offer 4 dry coconuts to the flowing water at the time of lunar eclipse.
Mars
The Mars is situated in the 2nd house of your horoscope. Due to
this reason you are kind hearted and a savior, look after your brothers and
friends and fulfill the needs of others. You can become chief of an institution.
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You will look after many persons and will not deny help. You will get assistance
from in-laws. You will love your younger brothers like your son and help them.
Your luck will shine due to assistance of younger brothers. You will continue to
help others. Due to this reason you will remain financially comfortable. You will
continue to receive money for social work. You will organize charitable feasts.
You are determined and kind hearted. You will get rich by hard work. You will
have bliss of food, dresses and other amenities. At the time of need, money will
come to you automatically. By God’s grace you will have plenty of money. You
could be an administrator. Visit to holy places will bring to you good luck. Your
wealth will increase after marriage. You will be lucky about in laws.
If you keep evil ideas about other’s money or women, develop bad habits or
usurp money of brothers or friends by cheating then Mars may become weak
for you. A weak Mars may cause hurdles in education and loss in job or
business. Before 28 years of age your elder bother may have health problems,
worries of children and loss of money. If you have elder brother, you may not
derive pleasure from him or he will be poorer than you. He may also be devoid
of children.
If you feel that you are facing above problems then following restrictions and
remedies are recommended.
Restrictions :
Keep away from conflicts.
Don’t shy away from serving guests.
Remedies :
Distribute gur and wheat to children in afternoon.
Take sweet food in breakfast.
Mercury
The Mercury is situated in 3rd house of your horoscope. Due to this
reason you will travel a lot. You will shine in practice of medicine. You will get
cooperation of friends and relations. Good results are expected. You are lucky
for persons other than relatives. People in your contact will be benefited. You
will have good earnings particularly in fruits, agriculture, bronze utensils and
breeding of animals. You are lucky for your children and maternal relations. You
possess skills for curing an asthma patient. You will make progress in business.
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You will remain aloof from conflicts and will also not dare to quarrel with
anyone. However you are fearless. In bad acts you will try to remain neutral.
Before starting any venture you have many doubts and try to seek others'
advice in taking a decision. You will not desist in using your brains too.
If you like taking moong (lentil), use money of father's sister, sister or
your daughter, keep a tree of broad leaves in your house, main door of your
house is towards South then Mercury will make your life hopeless. You will
have less bliss of brothers and sisters or there may be conflict with them. There
will be hurdles in your progress at every step. The bliss of children will be
delayed. You may stammer or lisp.
If you feel that you are facing above problems then go for following
restrictions and remedies.
Restrictions:
1. Don't quarrel with your father's sister or with maternal uncle.
2. Don't plant a tree of broad leaves at home.
Remedies:
1. Worship durgaji or serve teenage girls.
2. Breed a parrot or feed it.
Jupiter
The Jupiter is placed in 11th house of your horoscope. Due to this
reason you will get the cooperation of your father. Your brothers may also be
helpful to you and you may benefit from them. Partnership with brother in
business is lucky for you. The period between 16th to 28th years of age is lucky
for you. Your in-laws will benefit due to your luck and they will get wealth.
If you help poor and keep faith in religion it will be beneficial for you. You
will be well off till the life of your father. Although you will earn money but you
will also have debts. The money earned by government jobs or service will be
highly satisfying. There may be many channels of earnings for you. You will
help others or you may spend money unwisely or you may not be able to
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preserve funds well. Your friendship is beneficial to others. Your conduct with
your brothers and friends is good. You will not trust your luck.
If you keep a place of worship at home, have a bad character, if there is a
dry peepal at your home or nearby then Jupiter may become weak for you. Due
to weak Jupiter, no one will help you after death of your father. You will be
cheerful by being with your family members but alone you will remain
depressed. Your eyesight may suffer. Your luck will be poor at old age. Even if
your family is big; others may buy the cloth of coffin. You should not take
alcohol otherwise wealth will not stay with you. Your luck may be adverse after
death of father. You will die with grandeur and honor.
If you feel that you are facing above problems then go for following
restrictions and remedies.
Restrictions:
1. Don't take eggs.
2. Don't keep worship place at home. Worship in a temple.
Remedies:
1. Keep a yellow handkerchief.
2. Give money for funeral of an unknown corpse.
Vanus
The Venus is placed in 2nd house of your horoscope. Due to this
reason there will be life long growth of wealth and children's bliss. Good results
are expected from all corners. You are very hardworking. You will have bliss of
brothers. The job or business will proceed well. Progress will be manifold. You
will have high esteem. If you have faith in God all your wishes will be fulfilled.
There will be full bliss of spouse. Income will be good till sixty years of age. You
are romantic by nature though you may wear simple clothes. Your life will be
successful. The enemies will remain weak. The fate of your brother and son will
be good. You will get help from society. You are quite skilled in love affairs and
will be successful in it.
If you reside in a lion mouth shaped house, hate music and dance, trade
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in potatoes then Venus may become weak for you. Due to a weak Venus there
may be disease at home. There may be illness connected with blood or hurdles
in birth of a child. For children you can consult an ayurvedic doctor. If you illtreat anyone the result will be disastrous. By adoption of a child even you will
have own children. Wrong acts will cause bad effects on your children.
If you feel that you are facing above problems then go for following
restrictions and remedies.
Restrictions:
1. Don't ill treat animals.
2. Don't reside in a lion shaped house.
Remedies:
1. Donate potatoes, ghee and curd.
2. Serve a cow without horns
Saturn
The Saturn is placed in 3rd house of your horoscope. Due to this
reason you are healthy, learned, sensible and spendthrift by nature. There will
be no dearth of money. Money will come to you freely. You will help others. You
should be careful about theft and loss of money. You will help everyone but
such persons will disturb others’ work and remain comfortable themselves.
There may be hurdles in your life. You are courageous. The bliss of brothers
and sisters is normal for you. You are not shy of taking risks. Dealing in iron and
machinery is profitable.
If you indulge in theft or deception, if main door of your house is in East or
South, you disturb others’ jobs then Saturn may become weak for you. Due to a
weak Saturn taking alcohol or meat could be adverse for you. There may be a
paucity for funds. Male children may suffer. Your eyesight may become weak.
Younger brothers may be away from you or there may be no bliss from them.
Your brothers will forget your good deeds. Even if you commit theft and
cheating money will be short. A dog may bite. There will be many hurdles in
construction of a house.
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If you feel that you are facing above problems then following restrictions
and remedies are recommended.
Restrictions:
Don’t take alcohol or fish. Don’t catch fish.
Don’t plant a Babul tree or Ber tree at your home.
Remedies:
Give part of your food to three dogs.
Keep a small room dark at the end of your house.
Rahu
The Rahu is placed in 12th house of your horoscope. Due to this
reason you will have all comforts. You will behave like a yogi. You will become
independent by receiving high education. Useless worries are not meant for
you. You will be rich, having affection for your brothers and sisters, victorious
over enemies and will lead a comfortable life. Financial worries will never bother
you. After birth of a daughter you will have substantial wealth and all comforts
will be yours. You will spend a lot on marriages and celebrations. Gain of
immense wealth is there. You will spend a lot on your sister or daughter. If you
ever have any debt, it will be repaid soon. You will achieve success by doing
some business at auspicious time. Your in-laws will be rich. You will be saved
from your enemies.
If you have more daughters, your house is well lighted, you work without much
thinking or talk unnecessarily too much then Rahu may become weak for you.
Due to weak Rahu you will be defamed due to bad addictions or company of
bad people. You may have disease of chest or colon or piles. Due to worries,
insomnia may disturb. You will see daydreams and waste your time. Mental
agonies will be there. Lawsuits both civil and criminal may trap you. You may be
accused of embezzlement. Loss in jobs due to lack of good planning is likely.
Your family will be a burden to you.
If you feel that you are facing above problems then go for following restrictions
and remedies.
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Restrictions:
Don’t take food outside your kitchen.
Don’t fill courtyard of house with smoke.
Remedies:
Maintain a dark room at the end of house.
Keep an elephant made of solid silver at home or wear a square piece of
silver in neck tied with white thread.
Ketu
The Ketu is placed in 6th house of your horoscope. Due to this
reason you are devoid of undesired pride. You are a good advisor. Your
children will share your work. You are rich, victorious over enemies and lucky
for your maternal relations. Your children will cooperate with you. Your son will
demolish all your problems and will help you. You will have comfort in life. You
will lead a pleasant life either in the country or abroad.
If you do not take 2 cots and gold ring from in-laws at the time of wedding, or
ring taken from in-laws is lost or sold then Ketu may become weak for you. Due
to weak Ketu your father or in-laws may suffer. You will fear dogs. There is
danger of dog bite. You may waste money. Your old age will be hard.
Sometimes you may proceed on useless journeys. Some persons may become
your enemies without any reason. Your son will prove to be unlucky for others.
You may have more daughters. There could be disease in stomach, skin and
legs. There would be wasteful expenditure and wanderings. Your maternal
uncle or mother may suffer.
If you feel that you are facing above problems then go for following restrictions
and remedies.
Restrictions:
Don’t allow losing of ring received from in-laws nor sell it.
Don’t quarrel with females of house.
Remedies:
Make tilak of saffron/turmeric on forehead.
Wear pure gold ring in left hand.
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Lal Kitab Varshphal 2012-13
Current Age - 19
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Lal Kitab Varshphal 2012-13
According to LalKitab Varsh Chart all other planets leaving
Sun,
Moon, Mercury, Ketu this year will produce better results for you. Jupiter is
inactive. Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Rahu are Dharmi. You
should adhere to following guidelines and remedies to recieve good results out
of auspicious planets and protect yourself from bad results of inauspicious
planets.
Mars, situated in the 10th House of your Varshakundali, is auspicious.
As a result you will be reckoned with high and dignified persons. Your dignity
will grow further. Someone in your, working in government or in police or army,
will be promoted. He will get a higher post soon. You will live like a king. You
will earn money by any means--good or evil. You will have pleasure of property
and vehicle.
Abide by the following restraints to enhance benign influence of Mars.
Restraints:
1. Don’t sell or pawn gold.
2. See that the boiling milk does not spill over the gas stove, grate or oven.
Jupiter is situated in the 6th House of your Varshakudali, which is
favorable. As a result you won’t have lack of money this year. Everything will be
available to you without any demand. You will earn more by less labour. Your
enemies will be destroyed by themselves- or you will win over them. You will
donate in the name of your elders or will get things prepared for charity. You
shall have to be attentive always for getting your purposes served.
Abide by the following restraints to raise the benignity of Jupiter.
Restraints:
1. Don’t have anything free of charge or in alms or don’t keep begging.
2. Don’t wander.
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Venus is situated in the 10th House of your Varshakundali and is
favorable. As a result you will have much potency sex instinct this year. You
won’t have to face any accident or other problems so long your wife is with you.
Your wife will have a good health. Sense of greed and doubt may grow further.
You may have much gain in handicraft business.
Stand by the following restraints to augment the benign influence of Venus.
Restraints:
1. Don’t consume liquor and fish or meat.
2. Don’t have the temper of a lover.
Saturn is situated in the 11th House of your Varshakundali , which is
auspicious. As a result you will be firm over your religion this year. You will be
assiduous and will accomplish what all you resolve. Dealings in iron, coal and
rubber goods may be profitable. All you touch will turn to gold if you remain firm
over your religion. You will stay away from addictions. You will be just and fair
having a keen sense of justness.
Abide by the following restraints to enhance the benign influence of Saturn.
Restraints:
1. Don’t reside in a rented house.
2. Don’t earn money by cheating.
Rahu is situated in the 2nd House of your Varshakundali, which is
favorable. You will get gain from your Nanihal (mother’s parental home) or from
your husband’s home (Sasural) this year. Your fortune may go on roller coaster
drive which may be good or bad Don’t accept anything stolen or save yourself
from the same-allegation of theft is feared. Wealth and affluence will grow
further. You will stay away from things given in charity or free of charge.
Abide by the following restraints to enhance the benign influence of Rahu.
Restraints:
1. Don’t indulge in gamble and speculation (Don’t gamble or speculate).
2. Don’t reside at a place of worship or don’t go there.
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The 10th House of your Varshakundali has Sun in it. This is malefic.
You should not reveal your secrets even to your confidant this year. None but
he/she may try to destroy you. You may have loss in trade related to machinery
and woodcraft. You will not have much profit in business related to coal and
electrical goods. You won’t have love and affection of your father to the full. You
may suffer from eye disease.
To lessen the ominous influence of the lackluster Sun the following remedies
are advised.
Remedies:
1. Install a hand pump at your ancestral house.
2. Wear a white cap or wrap your head with a turban.

The Moon is situated in the 8th House of your Varshakundali. This is
unfavorable. You will have less of bliss of your parents this year. Dealings in
jewels and gambling will cause loss. Your maternal relations may suffer or you
will quarrel with them. Your mental faculty will become weak and heart disease
is possible. Your mother may suffer or you will be worried about her. You may
be away from your home also. You may suffer from cough, cold and waterborne diseases. Your children and elders may suffer from asthma and they may
have trouble in respiration.
To weaken the maligned influence of the Moon you should adopt the following
remedies.
Remedies:
1. Offer sweets, saffron, dal, gram, jaggery (Gur) and wheat to religious places.
2. Donate milk and rice to a religious place on Amavasya (the last day of the
dark fortnight).
3. Perform Shraddha in the name of elders left for their heavenly abode.
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Mercury is situated in the 11th House of your Varshakundali, which is
ominous. You should stay away from evil acts this year. Sacred thread and
talismans (tabeezs) taken from hermits and mendicants will ruin you, that is
your happiness and luxuries may be ruined. The family life of your sister will be
something painful. Consuming meat will be harmful for your children. Don’t use
abusive language nor keep your nature hot.
Adopt the following remedies to reduce the ominous influence of Mercury.
Remedies:
1. Bring up a parrot with marked neck.
2. Drill a hole in a copper coin or a square piece of it and wear it with a thread
round your neck.

Ketu is situated in the 4th House of your Varshakundali. This is
malefic. You may suffer from pain in joints, from diabetes and from urine related
disease this year. Pay attention to your health. You will have less of bliss of
progeny. Heart disease is possible. You may be worried about your mother.
Don’t sever your attachment with your family priest. Dog-bite is feared. There
will be hindrances in traveling or loss in traveling is possible.
Adopt the following remedies to lessen the maligned influence of Ketu .
Restraints:
1. Offer gram pulse and saffron to a place of worship.
2. Take blessings from your family priest.
Special remedies to be used in the beginning of the year to make the year
auspicious.
Take cheese in breakfast or its water for 8 days.
(These remedies should be used within 40 days of your birthday.)
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Lal Kitab Varshphal 2013-14
Current Age - 20
Current Dasha - Jupiter
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Lal Kitab Varshphal 2013-14
According to LalKitab Varsh Chart all other planets leaving Mercury,
Venus, Saturn, Rahu this year will produce better results for you. None of the
planet is blind which is better for you. Moon, Jupiter are inactive(Soya). You
should adhere to following guidelines and remedies to recieve good results out
of auspicious planets and protect yourself from bad results of inauspicious
planets.
The Sun is situated in the 7th House of your Varshakundali, which is
auspicious. As a result your parents will prosper this year. You will be
considered to be a respected person. Your business and family will progress
further. You will have profit in partnership venture. You will have interest in
Astrology and in the cutt of religious rituals Karmakand. In the time of distress
you will be in your family, which will redress your agonies.
To augment the propitious influence of the Sun the following restraints are
advised.
Restraints:
1. Do not lose temper if you are a shopkeeper or if you work in a private office.
2. Keep your temper firm if you are a government official.
The Moon is situated in the 4th House of your Varshakundali, which is
auspicious. As a result you will live life as a king or your time will pass happily
this year. You will get benefit from overseas trip and trade. It will be better for
you to take advice from a fellow before starting a job. Somebody will not come
back to take his belongings already kept with you as a deposit or you will have
sudden gain of wealth.
To enhance the benign influence of Moon, you should abide by the following
restraints.
Restraints;
1. Don’t quarrel with your mother or with a motherly figure.
2. Don’t deal in milk and water.
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Mars, situated in the 7th House of your Varshakundali, is auspicious.
As a result your family will progress and expand this year. You will think it to be
a duty of yours to make a grief-stricken person happy and help by consoling
him. You will be fair and will have interest in Astrology. You may prove to be a
protector of the world like God Vishnu. You may also have the post of a judge,
Sarapanch, leader, etc.
To enhance the auspicious influence of Mars the following restraints are
advised.
Restraints:
1. Don’t keep physical relations with another man’s wife.
2. Don’t plant creepers (creeping plants) or vines at home.
Jupiter is situated in the 8th House of your Varshakundali, which is
auspicious. As a result any physical problem will blow over by itself this year if it
catches you. You will have bliss of father and grandfather. Your kith and kin will
use your wealth. Your wealth and age will grow further. You will have interest in
occult sciences. You will have no hindrances in your way. You will not be
unhappy even if you become a saint.
The following restraints are advised to enhance the benignity of Jupipter.
Restraints:
1. Stay away from a saint wearing in yellow clad.
2. Don’t keep tulsi, bell or an image (statue) of God at home.
Ketu, situated in the 9th House of your Varshakundali, is favorable. It
is possible that you may rise this year. Changes are least possible. You will
have gain by traveling. You may go abroad for some time. You will have much
gain if you work with your progeny or as advised by them. Somebody will be
blessed with a baby boy if you bless him.
Abide by the following restraints to enhance the benign influence of Ketu
Restraints:
1. Don’t keep company with a thief or a dacoit.
2. Don’t hurt a dog.
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Mercury, situated in the 5th House of your Varshakundali, is malefic.
You should not, therefore, dispute with government officials. You will be worried
about your daughter. Your memory may become weak. Physical relations with
another’s wife will ruin you. Harsh and abusive language used by you may beat
you into fits.
Adopt the following remedies to reduce the maligned influence of the Mercury.
Remedies:
1.Put on a joint free pure silver ring on a left hand finger.
3. Wear a copper coin with white thread after drilling a hole in it.

Venus, situated in the 7th House of your Varshakundali, is
inauspicious. You will have loss this year caused by a fair-skinned woman. Your
character too may become putrid. Your kith and kin will cause you loss in
business or will spoil your wealth. A rift is possible in your matrimonial relations.
Government department may cause you problems and lawsuits are also feared.
There will be a dispute between your mother and wife.
Adopt the following remedies to lessen the maligned influence of Venus.
Remedies:
1. Keep Jer of a cat tied in a piece of blanket with you.
2. Must take a bronze pot in dowry.

Saturn is in the 5th House of your Varshakundali. This is malefic.
Therefore don’t quarrel with your kith and kin or don’t cheat them this year.
Consuming wine and meat will cause you defeat and loss. Problems in family
may grow further. Pay attention to your health--particularly to your stomach and
stone in kidneys. You will remain worried about your progeny. You may have
some hindrances in bliss of son if a house is built in your name.
To lessen the maligned influence of Saturn, the following remedies are advised.
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Remedies:
1. Keep gold or saffron with you.
2. Feed milk to a snake.

Rahu is situated in the 11th House of your Varshakundali, which is
malefic. You will be worried about your father this year. You may also be at odd
with your father. You may run in hard times. Dispute with an officer on the spot
may cause you loss. Don’t keep your locker or drawers empty--must keep some
money in them. Some lethal attack (fireshots) on your family is feared. It is
harmful for you to wear blue or black clothes.
Adopt the following remedies to lessen the maligned influence of Rahu .
Remedies:
1. Keep a lock of hairs (choti) on your head or wear a white cap or tie a turban.
2. Offer 4 square pieces of lead and 4 dried up coconuts to a river.
3. If you smoke cigarette, smoke it through a silver pipe.
Special remedies to be used in the beginning of the year to make the year
auspicious.
Make a string of a copper coin with white thread and wear it over your neck.
(These remedies should be used within 40 days of your birthday.)
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Lal Kitab Varshphal 2014-15
Current Age - 21
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Lal Kitab Varshphal 2014-15
According to LalKitab Varsh Chart all other planets leaving
Sun,
Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Ketu this year will produce better results for you.
None of the planet is blind which is better for you.
Rahu, Ketu are
inactive(Soya).
You should adhere to following guidelines and remedies to
recieve good results out of auspicious planets and protect yourself from bad
results of inauspicious planets.
You have Moon in the 1st House of your Varshakundali, which is
auspicious. As a result you are likely to have beautiful and white apparels.
Somebody will give you something to keep as deposit. The economic condition
of your parents will be strong. If you go on a trip and take blessings of your
mother by touching her feet after coming back, it will be beneficial. A son may
be born to any of the members of the family after a long time.
To augment the benignity of the Moon the following restraints are advised.
Restraints:
1. Don’t keep physical relations with another man’s wife.
2. Don’t quarrel with your mother or a motherly figure.
The Mars is situated in the 2nd House of your Varshakundali, which is
auspicious. There will be no paucity of wealth and affluence in your family this
year. You will stand by your kith and kin always in their distress. You will be
virtuous and strong in your decisions. You will accomplish whatever you will
resolve. You will get wealth and honor from your elder brother if he is alive. You
will get benefit also from the members of your family.
To enhance the benign influence of Mars the following restraints are advised.
Restraints:
1. Stay away from quarrel or dispute.
2. Don’t be less attentive to guests.
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Saturn is situated in the 8th House of your Varshakundali, which is
favorable. As a result your nature will be capricious this year. Jobs done at a
fixed place will be profitable. Don’t do work that requires running about here and
there. Economic condition will be normal. You will be blessed with a baby boy
but pay special attention to your health. You will not reside in a house with a
closed lane.
Abide by the following restraints to augment the benign influence of Saturn.
Restraints:
1. Don’t purchase a house in your name.
2. Don’t kill a snake.
Rahu, situated in the 6th House of your Varshakundali, is favorable.
As a result your enemies will lie subdued this year. You may get somebody
acquitted from punishment. You may grow a sense of ergot too. You will have
all sort of luxuries. You will get your debt lessened. Your wealth and affluence
will grow further. You will get a high post in an institute or in a government
department.
Abide by the following restraints to augment the benign influence of Rahu
(Dragon’s head).
Restraints:
1. Don’t go on stealing.
2. Don’t quarrel with your brother.

The Sun is situated in the 2nd House of your Varshakundali. You may
face bad times this year if you usurp anyone’s deposit with you. Do not take
milk, rice, silver etc. free of cost or in charity. You may face downfall if you
establish physical relations with another man’s wife.
Do not quarrel for money, land or for a woman. This may cause you loss of
money and dignity.
To reduce malignity of the lackluster Sun the following remedies are advised.
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Remedies:
1. Offer almond, coconut or mustard oil to religious places.
2. Install a hand pump at your ancestral house.

The Mercury is situated in the 8th House of your Varshakundali, which
is malefic. You will have interest in voodoos and sorcery etc. this year, which
will not bring you any gain. You may suffer from physical ailment or obscure
loss of wealth. Some hindrances may crop up in your family life. Your laziness
will cause your downfall. You may face defeat and loss if you establish physical
relations with another man’s wife.
Adopt the following remedies to reduce the maligned influence of Mercury.
Remedies:
1. Keep rainwater at the roof of the house.
2. Apply soot over the posterior part of your body.

Jupiter is situated in the 7th House of your Varshakundali, which is
malefic. It will not be favorable for your wealth and for your family this year to
get a temple built at your home and perform worship in it. You can worship
pictures of God sticking them over walls of your house. Your luck will become
adverse if you keep company with of a loitering saint and there will be many ups
and downs in your life. Your maternal uncle will be worried about his progeny.
Stay away from the people of easy virtue in society.
Adopt the following remedies to reduce the maligned influence of Jupiter.

Remedies:
1. Keep pure gold and Ratties (weights approximately equivalent to 2 ¼ gains)
tied in a yellow piece of cloth.
2. Keep on taking something from your in-laws if you are married.
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Venus is situated in the 2nd House of your Varshakundali, which is
malefic. You might stay away from musical modes and notes this year. You
might not have bliss of child due to some inefficacies in you. You might reside
with somebody else. You might bear some hatred in your mind for birds and
animas, which is not wise for you. Stay away from disputes and litigations
related with wife, property and land.
The following remedies are advised to reduce the malignity of Venus.
Remedies:
1. Donate potato, ghee and curd.
2. Serve a cow without horns.

Ketu is situated in the 3rd House of your Varshakundali, which is
malefic. It will not be wise for you to take advice from others this year. It is also
not wise for you to loaf or to live at a distant place away from your brother. You
may suffer from boils and whelks too. Urinating on somebody’s urine may
cause you diseases in your private parts or physical problems. This may cause
you worries also about your children.
Adopt the following remedies to weaken the maligned influence of Ketu .
Remedies:
1. Wear pure gold earrings.
2. Wear pure gold.
Special remedies to be used in the beginning of the year to make the year
auspicious.
Offer coconut or oil or almond to a place of worship.
(These remedies should be used within 40 days of your birthday.)
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Lal Kitab Varshphal 2015-16
Current Age - 22
Current Dasha - Jupiter
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Lal Kitab Varshphal 2015-16
According to LalKitab Varsh Chart all other planets leaving Mercury,
Rahu this year will produce better results for you. None of the planet is blind
which is better for you. Moon, Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn are inactive(Soya).
You should adhere to following guidelines and remedies to recieve good results
out of auspicious planets and protect yourself from bad results of inauspicious
planets.
You have Sun in the 12th House of your Varshakundali. This is
auspicious. That is why you will be a jaghirdar rather than a saint. You will earn
profit from big ventures. You will have interest in occult science and spirituality.
You will have sound sleep and will have blessings of elders with you. Gaiety will
prevail in your family.
To enhance the benign effects of the Sun the following restraints are advised.
Restraints:
1. Don’t accept electrical goods free of cost.
2. You should not have ill intention to take anything of somebody kept with you.
The Moon is in the 5th House of your Varshakumdali. This is
auspicious. As a result the members of your family will gain benefit of gold,
silver, diamond etc this year. You will benefit others by under taking their
hardships. Whomsoever you will stand by in a dispute will win. You will be
renowned and your dignity in society will grow further.
To augment the benign influence of the Moon the following restraints are
advised.
Restraints:
1. Must take advice from a fellow in what all you do.
2. Don’t indulge in unholy acts.
Mars is situated in the 12th House of your Varshakundali. This is
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favourable. As a result you will get respect in society this year. Enemies will
suffer a humiliating defeat. Your problems will be averted. You will be willing to
serve your Guru and poor Brahmins. You will act according to your will. You will
not lie subdued. You will like sweet food or sweetmeat much. You may win
through lawsuits.
Abide by the following restraints to augment the benign influence of Mars.
Restraints:
1. Don’t keep a blunt edged or rusted weapon at home.
2. Beware-- people will show ingratitude.
The Jupiter, situated in the 4th House of your Varshakundali, is
favourable. As a result you will have sudden gains of wealth this year. You will
accomplish what you resolve. Everybody will pay you respect and honor. You
will help all and will get a high position. You will have bliss from your father and
your status will grow (day by day). You will have bliss of a vehicle and house.
Amenities will prosper in your family.
The following restraints are advised to enhance the benignity of Jupiter.
Restraints:
1. Don’t keep broken toys of children at home.
2. Don’t keep relations with an issueless person.
Venus, situated in the 12th House of your Varshakundali, is favorable.
As a result you will have fancy for Astrology and occult sciences this year. You
will pay much attention to your family. Fortune of your wife will help you in your
bad times. You will have all luxuries. You might be interested also in painting
and singing. Your dignity will remain intact.
Abide by the following restraints to augment the benign influence of Venus.
Restraints:
1. Don’t keep physical relations with another man’s wife.
2. Pay special attention to the health of your wife.
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Saturn is situated in the 2nd House of your Varshakundali, which is
benefic. As a result your faith in God will grow further this year. You will have
gain of property from your father and father-in-law. Dealings in coal, leather and
machinery will be fruitful. Your dignity will grow further. You will set your
complications right by your wisdom. You may have bliss of a complete house.
You won’t have paucity of property.
The following restrictions are advised to augment the benign influence of
Saturn.
Restrictions:
1. Don’t apply mustard oil over your head.
2. Don’t kill snakes.
Kethu is situated in the 11th House of your Varshakundali, which is
favorable. As a result you will hold up your head all the time this year. You will
have a run of good luck. You will have much gain of wealth. You will have bliss
of progeny but your mother and mother-in-law may suffer from physical
ailments--particularly from eye problems. Keep your conduct firm lest you may
suffer from physical weakness. You will be worried much about your future.
Abide by the following remedies to augment the benign influence of Ketu .
Restraints:
1. Stop going if someone calls you out from behind while is going to an
auspicious ceremony.
2. Don’t recollect your past and cause others to hear it.
Mercury is present in the 2nd House of your Varshakundali owing to
which you might be separated from or will have anxiety about your father or
your father may die early. Beware--people may go on slandering you without
any reason. Your progress may be hampered if you run after talismans
(Tabeez), sacred sacrificial ashes (bhabaoot) etc. You may have loss of money
(wealth) in gambling and share-market. So give a second thought to whatever
you do.
To reduce the maligned effect of Mercury the following remedies are advised.
Remedies:
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1. Offer 2 kilos of pulse of green lentil to a place of worship.
2. Get your nose pierced on left side.

Rahu is situated in the 8th House of your Varshakundali. This is
malefic. Stay away from a handicapped, squint and bald fellow this year. Your
complications may grow further at the start of the 8th month after your birthday.
Your fortune will go on roller coaster drive. Jobs related with the departments of
electricity forest and police may cause you problems.
To weaken the maligned influence of Rahu
the following remedies are
advised.
Remedies:
1. Keep a square piece of silver with you.
2. Offer 8 square pieces of lead to a river.
3. Keep 43--43 (?) grains of almond separately in a temple on the day when the
8th month of this year starts. Take home 43 grains out of that and keep them in
a white purse.
Special remedies to be used in the beginning of the year to make the year
auspicious.
Offer milk and rice to a place of worship.
(These remedies should be used within 40 days of your birthday.)
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Lal Kitab Varshphal 2016-17
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Lal Kitab Varshphal 2016-17
According to LalKitab Varsh Chart all other planets leaving
Sun,
Mercury, Venus, Rahu this year will produce better results for you. None of the
planet is blind which is better for you.
Sun, Mars, Jupiter, Venus are
inactive(Soya).
You should adhere to following guidelines and remedies to
recieve good results out of auspicious planets and protect yourself from bad
results of inauspicious planets.
The Moon, situated in the 9th House of your Varshakundali, is
auspicious. As a result you will have sympathy for the people of the society this
year. You will get your ancestral property. Benefit from pilgrimage is possible.
You will have interest in music, religious thought and rites. Possessing amiable
nature is auspicious for you. It may take you to the peak of progress. Your
wealth and affluence will increase.
To enhance the benign influence of Moon the following restraints are advised.
Restraints:
1. Don’t keep physical relations with another man’s wife.
2. Don’t tell lies and don’t take or feed leftover food.
Mars, situated in the 6th House of your Varshakundali, is auspicious.
As a result you will have a happy family life this year. You will help your younger
brother. The number of your enemies will decrease or your enemies will lie
subdued. Money lending business will be profitable. You will remain happy and
will keep others happy too. You will lead a simple life like saints and sages and
will serve the people. Your dignity will grow more in your family and society.
The following restraints are advised to enhance the benignity of Mars.
Restraints:
1. Don’t quarrel with your brother.
2. Don’t distribute jaggery or sweetmeat on the occasion of birth of your son. If
do it at all, you should distribute it with snacks.
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The Jupiter, situated in the 1st House of your Varshakundali, is
auspicious. As a result you will have interest in studying and teaching this year.
This and other education related activities will be fruitful. You will be honoured.
Status of your father and grandfather will grow further and they will become
famous. You will stay away from intoxication. Your behavior with everybody will
be cordial. You will serve your teacher and saints. You may get benefit from
government department or administration.
The following restraints are advised to enhance the benign influence of Jupiter.
Restraints:
1. Don’t take anything free of charge, as gift or in alms.
2. To rely on your fortune will be auspicious.
Saturn is situated in the 12th House of your Varshakundali, which is
favorable. You will spend much of your wealth over auspicious functions this
year. You will get success in government department and will win through
lawsuits. You will pass your nights quite comfortably. You will have fancy for
spiritual endeavor and contemplation. Which may be harmful for you. It is
harmful for you to consume wine, meat and fish.
Abide by the following restraints to augment the benign influence of Saturn.
Restraints:
1. Don’t keep physical relations with another man’s wife.
2. Don’t have a greedy eye on others’ property.
Ketu is situated in the 2nd House of your Varshakundali, which is
favorable. As a result you will have gain of wealth and your dignity will grow
further if you go on a journey this year. You will earn profit by brokerage or by
working as an agent. Transactions might be in lacs or even in cores but you will
earn like a broker. You may get stipend from government or may have gain of
property from a government department.
Abide by the following restraints to augment the benign influence of Ketu .
Restraints:
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1. Don’t keep physical relations with another man’s wife.
2. Don’t wear imposturous gold.

The Sun is in the 6th House of your Varshakundali. This is portentous.
To have much rage will prove to be harmful for you this year. You might suffer
from abnormal blood pressure too. You cannot work together with your father or
son living in the same city/village or office. Do not depend on others all the time
or do not look forward hopefully for other’s wealth. This will not benefit you.
To reduce the maligned influence of the sun the following remedies are
advised.
Remedies:
1. Keep pure silver or Gangajal at home.
2. Feed jaggery (Gur) or parched wheat with jaggery (Gur) to a monkey.

Mercury is present in the 12th House of your Varshakundali, which is
malefic. Consuming drugs or intoxicating things may make you bitter-tongued
this year. This will be harmful for you. Business to be done after being thought
over or speculation, gambling, lottery, share etc. are not favorable for you. You
may have loss due to misconception (confusion) or ignorance.
Adopt following remedies to reduce the ominous influence of Mercury.
Remedies:
1. Put on a joint-free steel ring on the middle finger of left hand.
2. Offer an empty pitcher with a lid over it to a river.

Venus is situated in the 6th House of your Varshakundali, which is
malefic. Your mind may get strayed this year. Your wife may suffer from pain in
her feet or heels. Don’t quarrel with your wife. Deficiency in or diseases in the
private parts of your wife is possible. You will be worried about your son. Your
wealth might be stolen or lost- this will be caused by some woman. Your dignity
in society may fall.
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Adopt the following remedies to lessen the maligned influence of Venus.
Remedies:
1. Ask your wife to wash her private part with red medicine.
2. Keep pure and solid silver at home.

Rahu is situated in the 5th House of your Varshakundali which is
malefic. That is why you may have hindrances in educational activities this year.
Dispute with or divorce or even separation from your wife is possible. This will
prove to be harmful for you in the time to come. You will not have a child from
your second wife. So don’t severe your relation with your first wife. Bliss of first
child (boy) may be transitory. Your brother may be rich or issueless.
To lessen the maligned influence of Rahu , adopt the following remedies.
Remedies:
1. Keep a pure and solid silver toy elephant (on a leaf of silver) at home.
2. Put a silver leaf beneath the door stem of your ancestral house.
Special remedies to be used in the beginning of the year to make the year
auspicious.
Give roasted wheat with Gur to monkeys to eat.
(These remedies should be used within 40 days of your birthday.)
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Lal Kitab Varshphal 2017-18
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Lal Kitab Varshphal 2017-18
According to LalKitab Varsh Chart all other planets leaving Mars,
Mercury, Venus this year will produce better results for you. None of the planet
is blind which is better for you. Moon, Jupiter are inactive(Soya). You should
adhere to following guidelines and remedies to recieve good results out of
auspicious planets and protect yourself from bad results of inauspicious
planets.
The Sun is in the 8th House of your Varshakundali. This is favorable.
A man on deathbed will not die so long you will be sitting by him this year. You
will be slogging hard to perform your duties. You will have a saintly nature. You
will dedicate to others what all you have done for yourself. You will progress
more by truth.
To enhance the benign influence of the Sun the following restraints are advised.
Restraints:
1. Don’t keep the kitchen desecrated or dirty.
2. Don’t establish illicit relations with another man’s wife.
The Moon is situated in the 3rd House of your Varshakundali, which is
favorable. Your character will be improved and courage will grow further this
year. No theft will take place at your home. The 3rd, 6th, 8th and 12th month
will be much useful. Nature will itself be helpful in getting your luck preened.
You will have sympathy for the poor. You will have fancy for some international
game or you yourself, too, may take part in it.
The following restraints are advised to augment the auspicious influence of the
Moon.
Restraints:
1. Don’t quarrel with your sister and brother.
2. Don’t grab materials rendered for the orphans.
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Jupiter is situated in the 5th House of your Varshakundali, which is
favorable. As a result you will get a high position and respect and honor this
year. Prosperity will start growing if a boy is born to your family this year. Help
from father and grandfather may be doubtful. You will have an advent of
progress at the very beginning of the year. Your age will grow further and you
will have bliss of progeny. Writing will be profitable.
Abide by the following restraints to augment the auspicious influence of Jupiter.
Restraints:
1. Don’t keep contact with a boat.
2. Don’t be an atheist.
Saturn is situated in the 7th House of your Varshakundali and is
favorable. As a result you will get money in huge quantities if you perform
altruism this year. This might be as much as 7 times. You will have a house
built and will get property from your elders. You may have a post in a village,
town or in an institution. Time for your father, father-in-law and wife will be
favorable. You will have loss of wealth if you keep your conduct immoral.
Abide by the following restraints to augment the benign influence of Saturn.
Restraints:
1. Don’t keep company with a doctor a or a chemist.
2. Don’t keep relations with a thief or a dacoit.
3. Keep the entrance of your ancestral house proper.
Rahu is in the 1st House of your Varshakundali and is favorable.
Government or government department may benefit you this year. Time for
your Nanihal (mother’s paternal home) will be normal. You may start a new
project too. You may develop a motive of taking bribe or of corruption. Be alert-you may grow a habit of speaking (blah-blah) all the time.
To enhance the benign influence of Rahu (Dooagon’s Head) the following
restraints are advised.
Restraints:
1. Don’t make fumes in your courtyard.
2. See specially that your stomach may not put on fat.
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Ketu is situated in the 12th House of your Varshakundali, which is
favorable. As a result, transfer and promotion are possible this year. You will
have gain if you become addicted to luxurious life. You will be blessed with a
baby boy. You will possess spiritual contemplation. You will guess what is going
to take place in this world or in the next world. Your relations with your brotherin-law (Sala), grandson, Bhanja and on in law will be cordial.
To augment the benign influence of Ketu the following restraints are advised.
Restraints:
1. Don’t hurt a dog.
2. Stay away from the act of cheating and proud.

Mars is situated is the 8th House your Varshakundali owing to which
you should not quarrel with a widow this year. A female member in family may
become a widow. If alive, your younger brother may run into bad times. Abusive
language uttered by you will cause disputes. It will be harmful for you to put
your back up your time with patience.
Adopt the following remedies to reduce the maligned affect of Mars.
Remedies:
1. Serve a widow.
2. Feed sweet bread baked in an oven to dogs.

Mercury is situated in the 7th House of your Varshakundali, which is
malefic. You shall have to be cautious in partnership business this year. Your
partner may deceive you. Your kith and kin may go against you. You will lave
loss in business and will suffer from physical ailment if you possess a putrid
conduct. Stay away from litigation or disputes. They will create trouble though
you will win. Loss is feared in overseas trade or business.
Adopt the following remedies to reduce the maligned influence of Mercury.
Remedies.
1. Put on diamond. You may put on American diamond if diamond is not
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available.
2. Take sugar and water before you go on duty or start a job.

Venus, situated in the 8th House of your Varshakundali, is malefic.
You may suffer from veneread diseases this year. Keep your conduct firm
otherwise your wife might become peevish. Dispute with your wife will cause
you defeat and loss. Listen to what your wife says but act according to your
own. You might have to deposit the amount of bail guaranteed by you.
Adopt the following remedies to lessen the maligned influence of Venus.
Remedies:
1. Drop a copper coin or a flower in a dirty gutter.
2. Bow your head before a place of worship.

Special remedies to be used in the beginning of the year to make the year
auspicious.
Give sweetened pieces of bread baked in an oven (tandoor) to dogs for 43 days
to eat.
(These remedies should be used within 40 days of your birthday.)
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Lal Kitab Varshphal 2018-19
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Lal Kitab Varshphal 2018-19
According to LalKitab Varsh Chart all other planets leaving Mercury,
Rahu, Ketu this year will produce better results for you. None of the planet is
blind which is better for you. Sun, Mars, Venus are inactive(Soya).
You
should adhere to following guidelines and remedies to recieve good results out
of auspicious planets and protect yourself from bad results of inauspicious
planets.
The Sun is situated in the 6th House of your Varshkundali, which is
auspicious. As a result you will have faith over your fortune this year. Enemies
will lie subdued. You will win out lawsuits. You will have an advent of good luck
from the birth of your child. You will be benefited by your mother’s paternal
home (Nanihal), but your father may have some ups and downs in his status.
You may have relations with another man’s wife but keep your conduct good.
Government departments will benefit you.
The following restraints are advised to enhance the benign influence of the Sun.
Restraints:
1. Do not quarrel with daughter, sister, sister-in-law and father’s sister (Buaa).
2. Do not take anything as loan or in alms.
The Moon is situated in the 11th House of your Varshakundali, which
is auspicious. As a result you will get benefit in educational activities this year.
You will have luxuries and comforts and women around will co-operate you.
You will have of your mother and progeny. Job related to judicial services,
engineering and medical practice would be fruitful. Your business will prosper.
Studying at night or educational activities during night will be fruitful.
To enhance the benign influence the Moon the following restraints are advised.
Restraints:
1. Don’t establish physical relations with another man’s wife.
2. Don’t be disinterested in studying or teaching.
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Mars, situated in the 6th House of your Varshakundali, is auspicious.
As a result you will have a happy family life this year. You will help your younger
brother. The number of your enemies will decrease or your enemies will lie
subdued. Money lending business will be profitable. You will remain happy and
will keep others happy too. You will lead a simple life like saints and sages and
will serve the people. Your dignity will grow more in your family and society.
The following restraints are advised to enhance the benignity of Mars.
Restraints:
1. Don’t quarrel with your brother.
2. Don’t distribute jaggery or sweetmeat on the occasion of birth of your son. If
do it at all, you should distribute it with snacks.
Jupiter, situated in the 12th House of your Varshakundali, is favorable.
As a result you won’t have much attachment with wealth this year. You will have
affluence all round go for meditating. One who takes blessings from you will
become prosperous whereas your tormentor will be ruined. You will spend a lot
on religious rites. You will have a sense of if renunciation too. Malediction from
anybody won’t affect you.
Stand by the following enhance the benign influence of Jupiter.
Restraints:
1. Don’t do anything that earns you contrariety.
2. Don’t cheat anybody.
Venus is situated in the 6th House of your Varshakundali and is
favorable. As a result, to get your desire of lust fulfilled, you will keep on
admiring your wife and you might have to eat out of her hand too this year. You
will have much gain of wealth. You might have bliss of daughters instead of
sons. Your property will grow further after your birthday. Your dignity will grow
more and you might have bliss of vehicle.
Stand by the following restraints to augment the benign influence of Venus.
Restraints:
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1. Don’t insult women.
2. See that your wife does not walk barefooted on earth.
Saturn, situated in the 10th House of your Varshakundali, is
favourable. As a result you will have gain from a government department or
from government itself this year. Every 10th day and 10th month will be
auspicious and fruitful for you this year. It will not be wise for you to be pious.
Your dignity will grow further if you work permanently or if work at a fixed
place—this will earn you much profit.
Abide by the following restraints to augment the benign influence of Saturn.
Restraints:
1. Don’t consume intoxicating things or drugs and fish.
2. Don’t do a work that requires running about here and there.

Mercury is situated in the 10th House of your Varshakundali, which is
malefic. Consuming drugs or any other intoxicating thing is harmful for you this
year. Taking fish will cause you loss and defeat. Using the wealth of your sister,
daughter, sister-in-law (wife’s sister) and Bua (father’s sister may be harmful.
To others you may prove to be a stupid friend. Think over whatever you do
(Think well before whatever you do.
Adopt the following remedies to reduce the maligned influence of Mercury.
Remedies:
1. Serve a labourer (one who carries load over his head.
2. Give left over food to fish.

Rahu, situated in the 10th House of your Varshakundali, is malefic.
You may have to face a police or court case this year. An allegation of
purchasing stolen goods may be charged on you. Your father and father-in-law
may suffer or they may cause you loss. Keeping company with a saint or
Muslim mendicant may cause your extravagance grow further. There may come
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some hindrances in pilgrimage. You will have fancy for religious rites, which is
not wise for you.
To lessen the maligned influence of Rahu , adopt the following remedies.
Remedies:
1. Put on pure gold.
2. Bow your head to a place of worship.
Ketu, situated in the 8th House of your Varshakundali, is malefic. As a
result, consuming liquor and meat is harmful for you this year. Physical relations
with another man’s wife will cause disease in your private parts. Keep your
conduct firm if you want to have children. Your progeny may suffer or you may
be worried about them. You will have loss in business and will have hindrances
and squandering if you go on a trip. Don’t reveal your secrets to anybody. Your
confidant will ruin you.
Adopt the following remedies to lessen the maligned influence of Ketu .
Remedies;
1. Offer black or white blankets to a place of worship (It will cause long life to
your progeny).
2. Tie the followings things related with the planet sitting by Ketu and then bury
them in a crematorium (If your children are not alive).
1. Sun-Wheat
2. Moon-Rice
3. Mars-Lentil pulse
4. Mercury-Green lentil
5. Jupiter-Gram pulse
6. Venus-Green plants used for cattle-fodder.
7. Saturn-Black horse-fean
8. Rahu (Dargon’s head)-Barley
9. Ketu -Sesamum seeds (Til)
Special remedies to be used in the beginning of the year to make the year
auspicious.
Donate mustard oil or feed the blind.
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(These remedies should be used within 40 days of your birthday.)
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Lal Kitab Varshphal 2019-20
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Lal Kitab Varshphal 2019-20
According to LalKitab Varsh Chart all other planets leaving Moon,
Mercury this year will produce better results for you. None of the planet is blind
which is better for you. Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn are inactive(Soya).
You
should adhere to following guidelines and remedies to recieve good results out
of auspicious planets and protect yourself from bad results of inauspicious
planets.
The Sun is situated in the 1st House of your Varshakundali, which is
auspicious and will help your brilliance and dignity rise this year. You will be
interested in religious functions and will have a sense of altruism. You will be
firm in your decision and will abstain from intoxication. You will be brushing up
your luck by labouring hard. Your work pending with the government will be
served. Your relations will government officials will be cordial and they will
benefit you.
To enhance the auspicious influence of the Sun you should abide by the
following restraints.
Restraints:
1. Don’t take wine and meat during daytime.
2. Don’t have physical relations with your wife in between sunrise and sunset.
The Mars is situated in the 1st House of your Varshakundali and is
auspicious. As a result you will be courageous and tough this year. Your
behavior will be cordial even with the wicked people. Gain is possible from elder
brother or sister. You will always keep in your mind the good acts done by
others for you. You will advise the family and the society to adopt the path of
virtue. Trade in iron; timber and machinery items will be fruitful.
To raise the benign influence of Mars the following restraints are advised.
Restraints:
1. Don’t take anything free of cost in alms or as gift.
2. Keep ivory at home.
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Jupiter is situated in the 5th House of your Varshakundali, which is
favorable. As a result you will get a high position and respect and honor this
year. Prosperity will start growing if a boy is born to your family this year. Help
from father and grandfather may be doubtful. You will have an advent of
progress at the very beginning of the year. Your age will grow further and you
will have bliss of progeny. Writing will be profitable.
Abide by the following restraints to augment the auspicious influence of Jupiter.
Restraints:
1. Don’t keep contact with a boat.
2. Don’t be an atheist.
Venus, situated in the 1st House of your Varshakundali, is favorable.
As a result your health will be congenial this year. It will be a habit of yours to
dress up and preen. You might be having the temper of a lover. You might be
the chief among the people of your age. In spite of being pious you will have
passion for love. You will have bliss of a beautiful house and vehicle. You will
take guidance from others.
Stand by the following restraints to augment the benignity of Venus.
Restrains:
1. Don’t establish relations with another man’s wife’
2. Have interest in religious rites.
Saturn, situated in the 3rd House of your Varshakundali, is favorable.
As a result you will be a spend thrift or will have paucity of property this year.
You will help others but they may make a mess of your business. Dealings in
iron machinery will be profitable. You will perform dairing acts for which you
shall have to take risks.
The following restraints are advised to augment the benign influence of Saturn.
Restraints:
1. Don’t trap fish. Don’t consume liquor and fish.
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2. Don’t plant an acacia (a babool) or a plum tree at home.
Rahu, situated in the 10th House of your Varshakundali, is favorable.
As a result what all you do this year will be praiseworthy. You will be elevated if
you are in a government job or government will benefit you. Graying hair is a
sign of promotion of yours. You will be a lady of sound character and your
dignity will grow further.
Abide by the following restraints to enhance the benign influence of Rahu .
Restraints:
1. Don’t remain bareheaded.
2. Don’t quarrel with an officer on the spot.
Ketu is situated in the 7th House of your Varshakundali, which is
favorable. As a result, your wealth and affluence may grow by leaps and
bounds this year. You may have some new means of livelihood. You will be
assiduous. Your progeny will help you. You will come off with flying colours and
will leave the big wigs of the society behind you. Your progeny will win over
your enemies in your gloomy days.
Abide by the following restraints to enhance the benign influence of Ketu .
Restraints:
1. Don’t keep physical relations with another man’s wife.
2. Don’t write with a fountain pen.

The Moon, situated in your Varshakunadali, is inauspicious. This will
cause you hindrances in getting your purposes served this year. Hurdle is
possible in educational activities. You will nurture habit of changing your
ground. You will keep on boasting by revealing your past to others. Defeat in
lawsuits is feared.
Adopt the following remedies to reduce the malignity of the Moon.
Remedies:
1. Keep water extracted from a near tree or keep hailstones in a glass pot in
house.
2. Keep 4 square pieces of pure silver coins in 16-liter rainwater filed in a
pitcher at home.
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The Mercury is situated in the 3rd House of your Varshakundali, which
is malefic. As a result you may have loss if you start a business with the money
taken from your Bua (father’s sister), sister, daughter and daughter-in-law.
There may be some hindrances in the advent of your good luck or you may run
into debt. You may suffer from tongue related disease. You may have loss if
you quarrel with your kith and kin. Skin disease or vein related disease is
feared.
Adopt the following remedies to lessen the maligned influence of Mercury.
Remedies:
1. Perform Durga Puja or serve girls less than 9 years of age.
2. Bring up a parrot or feed it digestive powder (churi).

Special remedies to be used in the beginning of the year to make the year
auspicious.
Keep water extracted from neem at home.
(These remedies should be used within 40 days of your birthday.)
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Lal Kitab Varshphal 2020-21
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Lal Kitab Varshphal 2020-21
According to LalKitab Varsh Chart all other planets leaving Moon,
Mercury this year will produce better results for you. None of the planet is blind
which is better for you.
Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, Venus, Saturn are
inactive(Soya).
You should adhere to following guidelines and remedies to
recieve good results out of auspicious planets and protect yourself from bad
results of inauspicious planets.
The Sun is situated in the 4th House of your Varshakundali. This is
auspicious. Others will use your wealth and will earn profit, too, this year. New
venture in the family may start, which will prove to be useful. You may have
plenty of clothes may have more gain out of work done in night. You will be
benefited by government department or by voyage. Do not quarrel with
mother/mother-in-law.
To enhance the benign influence of the Sun you should abide by the following
restraints.
Restraints:
1. Do not pilfer. Do not even think of pilferage.
2. Do not quarrel with any woman.
Mars, situated in the 4th House of your Varshakundali, is auspicious.
You will have happiness out of its various means. You will gain benefit from
your mother, grand mothers and wife. Your family life will pass on happily. You
will be worried about your children. Guests will keep on coming and going. You
will have pleasure of house and vehicle. You will keep on trying to bring others
to the path of virtue by preaching them.
The following restraints are advised to enhance the benignity of Mars.
Restraints:
1. Don’t reside in a house facing south.
2. Don’t keep relation with a black fellow, squint, handicapped and an issueless
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man.
Jupiter is situated in the 2nd House of your Varshakundali and is
auspicious. As a result you may have sudden gains of wealth this year. You will
come to know earlier whatsoever is going to happen with you. You will guide
people by teaching and knowledge. All your purposes will be served
automatically but you will be engrossed in worry unnecessarily. You may get
gain from your wife or government.
Abide by the following restraints to augment the benign influence of Jupiter.
Restraints:
1. Don’t deal in gold and silver etc.
2. Don’t establish physical relations with another man’s wife.
Venus is situated in the 4th House of your Varshakundali, which is
favourable. This indicates that you may have excess of intense sexual desire
this year. Women other than your wife might be fallen in love with you. You will
get gain from your maternal uncle and Mausi (mother’s sister). You will have
bliss of a beautiful house and a vehicle. You will be fond of nice food and sound
sleep. You will get repute in your family or in your village or country. You will go
on travels extensively and will get gains out of that.
The following restraints are advised to enhance the benignity of Venus.

Restraints:
1. Don’t establish physical relations with another man’s wife.
2. Save the threshold of the ancestral house from being ruined.
Saturn is situated in the 1st House of your Varshakundali, which is
favorable. As a result you may have gain if you work as a doctor, an engineer or
a chemist this year. Dealing in iron, timber and rock salt will be fruitful. Property
of your parents will grow further. Your own property will not grow further. You
will get gain from government department and your relations with high official
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will be amicable.
The following restraints are advised to augment the benign influence of Saturn.
Restraints:
1. Don’t play musical instruments on a festivity in your family.
2. Stay away from consuming liquor, meat and fish and from falling frequently in
love.
Rahu is situated in the 3rd House of your Varshakundali, which is
favorable. Your enemies may not dominate you this year. You will know earlier
what is going to happen in future. Your writing will be more powerful than a
sword. You will get a high post or will have overwhelming honor. You will be
promoted in service or your business will prosper much. But you will be worried
about your progeny.
Abide by the following restraints to augment the benign influence Rahu.
Restraints:
1. Don’t keep ivory with you.
2. Don’t keep three toy elephants at your home.
Kethu is situated in the 11th House of your Varshakundali, which is
favorable. As a result you will hold up your head all the time this year. You will
have a run of good luck. You will have much gain of wealth. You will have bliss
of progeny but your mother and mother-in-law may suffer from physical
ailments--particularly from eye problems. Keep your conduct firm lest you may
suffer from physical weakness. You will be worried much about your future.
Abide by the following remedies to augment the benign influence of Ketu .
Restraints:
1. Stop going if someone calls you out from behind while is going to an
auspicious ceremony.
2. Don’t recollect your past and cause others to hear it.
You have Moon in the 6th House of your Varshakundali. This is
malefic and will cause physical problems to your mother this year. Your family
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will be worried about your mother. Education-related problem is also possible.
Providing means of water for the public will cause you problems and agony to
you and your children. You will have to face problems if you do anything without
thinking over it--be alert.
To lessen the malignity of the Moon you should adopt the following remedies.
Remedies:
1. Offer 4 ripe coconuts (with water inside) to a river in the mid of a lunar
eclipse.
2. Bring up a rabbit if your mother is in trouble.
3. Take cheese in your breakfast. Don’t take milk in night (from sunset to
sunrise).

Mercury is situated in the 1st House of your Varshakundali, which is
malefic. So pay attention to your health this year. Particularly consuming rich
and heavy food may cause harm to your digestive system. You will have
interest in sinful acts or in the knowledge of Vashikaran (enchanting into
submission). You should do anything after considering its all aspects. Your
miserliness may keep you isolated from others. Loss is feared in overseas
trade.
Adopt the following remedies to reduce the maligned effect of Mercury.
Remedies:
1. Perform religious rites.
2. Must serve the guests who come to you.

Special remedies to be used in the beginning of the year to make the year
auspicious.
Take uncooked cheese in breakfast for 6 days.
(These remedies should be used within 40 days of your birthday.)
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Lal Kitab Varshphal 2021-22
Current Age - 28
Current Dasha - Venus
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According to LalKitab Varsh Chart all other planets leaving Mercury,
Jupiter, Venus this year will produce better results for you. None of the planet
is blind which is better for you. You should adhere to following guidelines and
remedies to recieve good results out of auspicious planets and protect yourself
from bad results of inauspicious planets.
The Sun is in the 9th House of your Varshakundali, which is
auspicious. You will have pleasure of a luxurious car this year. You will gain by
pilgrimage and an auspicious outcome is possible. You will possess a sense of
sacrifice and altruism for the society and family. You may undertake an extra
burden to look after members of your family as well as to the family of your inlaws. You will have an advent of good luck by your self-determination.
To augment the benign influence of the Sun you should abide by the following
restraints
Restraints:
1. Don’t accept anything free of cost, as alms or as gift.
2. Don’t keep either too cool or too hot a temper.
The Moon, situated in the 7th House of your Varshakundali, is
auspicious. As a result your parents will gain more wealth this year. You won’t
have to extend a needy hand for help. You will be interested in Astrology and in
the practice of Yoga and will like to sing poetic composition in subdued tones.
Water related business would be profitable. You will explore new things too.
Trip to abroad is possible or you may get benefit in overseas trade.
To enhance the benign influence of the Moon you should abide by the following
restraints.
Restraints:
1. Don’t establish physical relations with another’s wife.
2. Don’t deal in milk and water business.
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Mars, situated in the 9th House of your Varshakundali, is auspicious.
As a result your paternal property will grow further and you will have gains out
of it this year. A religious ceremony may also take place in your family. You will
have more gains in service and business. You will become a respectable
person in your society if you reside with your married brother and serve his wife.
Your dignity will grow further.
Abide by the following restraints to augment the benignity of Mars.
Restraints:
1. Don’t live in a country other than your native land (foreign country).
2. Don’t quarrel with your brother.
Saturn is situated in the 4th House of your Varshakundali, which is
favourable. As a result you shall have gains out of education or in business
being away from your house this year. Overseas trade or trip is also possible.
You will stay away from women other than your wife and will keep your conduct
firm. Alcohol will prove to be useful for you during your fallen health. But it will
be harmful if taken while your health is strong.
To augment the benign influence of Saturn, the following restraints are advised.
Restraints:
1. Green color is harmful.
2. Don’t wear black clothes.
Rahu, situated in the 12th House of your Varshakundali, is favorable.
As a result you may spend your money on auspicious or matrimonial
ceremonies etc. this year. Debt on you, if any, will be liquidated. Your enemies
will lie subdued. Spiritual contemplation will, probably, not benefit you. You will
get all your purpose served on your own. You will have sound sleep in night and
will have all sorts of luxuries.
Abide by the following restraints to augment the benign influence of Rahu.
Restraints:
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1. Don’t cook outside your kitchen.
2. Don’t make fumes in the courtyard of your house.
Ketu is situated in the 5th House of your Varshakundali, which is
favorable. As a result you will have interest in serving your Guru (teacher). Your
conduct will be firm. You will be firm in religion and faith--this auspicious aspect
will cause you bliss of progeny. Your son will bring you an advent of good luck
and your economic condition will improve. You will be promoted if you go on a
trip. You will have plenty of wealth and affluence.
Abide by the following restraints to augment the benign influence of Ketu .
Restraints:
1. Don’t keep company with people of easy virtue.
2. Don’t keep chest, trunk and almirah locked. Keep on opening the locks
occasionally.
Mercury is situated in the 4th House of your Varshakundali, which is
maelfic. You may be at odd with your mother or she may die earlier. You may
suffer from cardiac disease. Physical relations with another’s wife may cause
trouble to you. Loss in overseas trip or problem in overseas trade is also
possible. Using the wealth of your daughter, sister, Bua (father’s sister) and
sister-in-law may cause hindrances in your progress.
Adopt the following remedies to reduce the maligned influence of Mercury.
Remedies:
1. Wear a copper coin with white thread by making a whole in it.
2. Have a festal mark (tilak) of saffron or turmeric.
3. Wash 101 Butea leaves with milk and get them flowed into water.

Jupiter is situated in the 10th House of your Varshakundali, which is
malefic. You won’t have many gains out of educational activities. You will grow
a habit in you of building castles in the air or indulging in absurd fancies. You
should make best use of your time instead of building castles in the air. You will
have loss if you torture a saint and destroy or fell a Peepal tree. You may be
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worried about your children. Health of your father and grandfather too may fall.
Adopt the following remedies to lessen the maligned influence of Jupiter.
Remedies:
1. Serve your teacher (Guru) and a saint. Water a Peepal tree.
2. Drop copper coins for 43 consecutive days into a river.

Venus is situated in the 9th House of your Varshakundali, which is
unfavourable. Due to this it will be harmful for you to use aluminum pots this
year. You may start consuming drugs and other intoxicating things due to bad
company. Stay away from all these things. Time for your wife, wealth and
progeny will be normal. Keep your character firm otherwise you might suffer
from venereal diseases. Beware of your kith and kin.
Adopt the following remedies to lessen the maligned influence of Venus.
Remedies:
1. Keep a silver pot full of honey in the foundation if you build a house.
2. Conceal square pieces of silver in the trunk of a neem tree (if you have a son
child).

Special remedies to be used in the beginning of the year to make the year
auspicious.
Wash 101 Dhak leaves with milk and throw them into flowing water.
(These remedies should be used within 40 days of your birthday.)
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